
Trademark Law
Prof. Madison

Today:  Cybersquatting

Key concepts from Class 18:

Legal rules and concepts as tools for problem solving.

Mark X for Product (Service) Y???

Dilution by tarnishment.

“Association” rather than “confusion.”

Harm to the reputation of a famous mark.



1/7 Cybersquatting and the importance of legal theory
What is it? (Why) is it a species of trademark wrong?

Also Pierson v. Post, 3 Cai. R. 175, 
1805 N.Y. LEXIS 311 (1805)

Property rights often follow “first possession”
Ghen v. Rich, 8 F. 159 (1881)

“Cybersquatting” law is a type of property law; “likelihood of confusion” theories are 
mostly types of tort law.  
Why can a trademark owner often oust a domain name owner, even though the domain 
name owner got “there” “first”?
What might “count” as “first possession” for property law purposes?
• Physical possession (what counts as “physical possession”?)
• Control, without possession
• Social/community custom (based  on … private agreements or bargains? norms of 

civility and respect? other?)
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John Locke, 
1632-1704

Theoretical bases for “first possession” as a basis 
for legal rights.

John Locke and Two Treatises of Government

“social contract theory”

“labor theory of value”: the farmer owns the 
crops; the King does not own the crops

“free riding” that discourages planting and 
harvesting for the common good

A system of private property that does not roll 
up into “all property is owned by the King” is a 
suitable basis for democratic government

Cybersquatting and the importance of legal theory
What is it? (Why) is it a species of trademark wrong?
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BUT there are concerns and doubts about rules of first possession:

• Who “owns” resources before they are possessed?  Anyone?  No 
one? Everyone?

• Prohibitions on free riding //  “Don’t reap what you haven’t 
sown” is … Biblical – literally. Should capitalism incorporate J-C 
ethics or other (less individualistic, more communal, or more 
democratic) baselines?

• What rule encourages the right kinds of investment in developing 
resources?

• What rule limits the power of wealthy trademark owners to 
suppress criticism and free speech?

• What if resources should be left undeveloped / open?
• Should remedies be formal (i.e., injunctions or seizure or more, 

via the legal system, or customary?

Cybersquatting and the importance of legal theory
What is it? (Why) is it a species of trademark wrong?
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Governance: the evolution of rules for Internet domain names

• Early 1970s: IP address registry created & admin by Jon Postel; 
becomes IANA [Internet Assigned Names and Numbers Authority]

• 1983: Domain names invented
• 1986: Registrations available to the public (beyond universities, 

military)
• 1989-1990: WWW developed
• 1994-1995: NSFNET disbands (original funder and organizer of 

Internet); commercial access to TCP/IP accelerates
• 1995: Registration function transferred by NSF to Network 

Solutions, Inc. (a/k/a NetSol)  Zero deference to TM system; there 
is close to zero electronic commerce online aside from ISPs, OSPs

• 1995-1998: Conflicts between TM owners, IANA (control of root), 
NetSol (control of DNS)

Cybersquatting and new legal systems
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Over time:

• Originally a private US company taking over 
management of technical IANA functions and DNS 
under contract with US Dept of Commerce

• Now a stakeholder-based NGO
• Initially responsible for developing & managing UDRP
• Expanded coordination with regional registries, 

commercial registrars, IETF, and especially the TM 
owners community

• Policymaking today as much as technical coordination 
(its original mission)

• Mostly a virtual organization
• UDRP now a parallel body of law, beyond one-off 

arbitration, largely b/c of role of WIPO as default 
provider

Created 
1998

Cybersquatting and new legal systems
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Beyond the WWW / DNS land rush
“First possession” re-defined
Trademark owners take over the technical operation of the WWW

Lanham Act v. UDRP:
• Litigation v. arbitration
• Statutory v contractual
• Mandatory v “voluntary”
• Cost, speed (courts v online only)
• Domestic v international
• TM-based v beyond TM (“legitimate” rights)
• Bad faith intent to profit v bad faith generally 
• Clear First Amendment protections v general noncommercial use
• Judges v arbitrators (typically, lawyers and law professors): formal 

v rough and tumble
• Broader remedies v narrower remedies

Cybersquatting and new legal systems
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Consumers and the Internet:
• Whitehouse.com
• Who should bear the risks associated with figuring out how to 

use a new communications medium? Consumers are often 
foolish; companies are often slow – or aggressive and 
exploitative

• International/cross-cultural concerns/political economy 
concerns (if the US paid for the Internet, should the US get to 
make the rules?)

• Formal regulation (Lanham Act) v community-based regulation 
(IANA, IETF)

Trademarks and the Internet: Client counseling challenges
• Incumbents → brand strategy
• Startups →WWW and social media timing, clearance
• Rely on formal TM rules (plus UDRP), and/or “let’s make a deal”
• Nb how large companies negotiate with Google, Bing in search.




